THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS TO UPDATE:

1. Your lab member list. Add new members and remove those who are no longer in the lab. This list drives training requirements.
2. Have all members complete necessary training.

USE TOP MENU BAR TO:

✓ Edit lab contact information and research focus
✓ Manage your members list
✓ Update biological, chemical and radiological use
✓ Track correspondence with the lab

USE THE MENU ON THE LEFT TO:

- Search MSDS’s
- Find training courses
- Manage your personal profile

USE THIS MENU TO VIEW:

- Your compliance dashboard
- Notes
- Forms
- Equipment information
- Lab inspections

Lab Compliance Summary for training and registrations
View full details by clicking on “View Full Report”

✔ = Complete
⚠ = Needs attention
● = Not applicable
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To access BioRAFT:  [https://dartmouth.bioraft.com](https://dartmouth.bioraft.com)

OR from the EHS homepage:  [http://www.dartmouth.edu/~ehs/](http://www.dartmouth.edu/~ehs/)

Then click on “BIORAFT Login”

Click the link…..

BioRAFT is the laboratory management and compliance tool that EHS and Dartmouth researchers use to track:

- Lab research details
- Personnel training
- Lab member lists
- Hazardous material use

Any announcements will be called out here

Compliance related email notifications

Chemical lookup tool (SDS)

Indicates the status of your required trainings